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Conditions



Examples

• is the value of the variable even or odd?

• Is it a one-digit number?



Tasks

•To do: tasks 6, 7, 8, 9



Boolean expressions

• We can output the Boolean expressions:



Boolean type

•We can define variables of Boolean type:



Boolean operations: and, or, not
var A,B: boolean;

A := True;

B := False;

Print(A and B);

Print(A or B);

Print(not A);

•A and B is True if A is True and B is True at the same time. In other cases A and B is False

•A or B is False if A is False and B is False. In other cases A or B is True

•not A has opposite value: not A is True if A is False



Truth tables 



Examples 



Tasks

•To do: tasks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 



Nested If statements



Chained If statements



Logical (boolean) operations in if statements

• Conditions may consist of logic operations: not, or, and. If there are 
more than one condition, so each condition must be surrounded by 
round brackets.

• For example if we must check two conditions:

if (year < 20) or (year > 18)

then begin

// if body

end

If one of the conditions or both
conditions are True then if
body executes. 

var a: = 5;

if (not (a<4)) and (7>5) then // ← True

begin

// if body

end



Tasks

•To do: tasks 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 



Case statement

• We use case statement in a situation of multiple choice.

• Previous example with chained if we can write as follows:



Case: another examples 



Tasks

•To do: tasks 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 



Case: using ranges and enumerations



Tasks

•To do: tasks 24,25,26



Q & A


